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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Professional Organizer Offers the Ultimate Wedding Gift for Overwhelmed Brides 
with Publication of “The Organized Bride’s Thank You Note Handbook” 
Stacey Agin Murray’s Book of 101 Contemporary Sample Notes is Available on 
Amazon 

FAIR LAWN, N.J., February 9, 2015 – Stacey Agin Murray, a professional organizer, 
remembers all too well the difficulty in coming up with unique and personalized thank 
you notes to friends and relatives after her wedding. To help busy betrothed couples 
and newlyweds achieve success with the same task, she has written a book titled, “The 
Organized Bride’s Thank You Note Handbook: Let Systems and 101 Modern Sample 
Thank You Notes Take You From Overwhelmed to Organized.” The book is now 
available on Amazon.  

Agin Murray offers advice for easing thank you note writing anxiety as well as basic 
organizing principles to apply to thank you note writing, wedding planning, and everyday 
life. Her sample notes can be easily customized for any type of gift, friend, colleague or 
relative.  

“It’s easy to feel overwhelmed by all the planning and note writing that takes place 
following an engagement, bridal shower and wedding,” said Agin Murray. “Brides 
typically are the ones who write the thank you notes, so I wanted to give them some 
support while also offering some solid organizing principles to apply to the process.”  

Agin Murray started her professional organizing business, Organized Artistry, in 2002 in 
Fair Lawn, New Jersey. Much of the humor and easy style she employs during her 
organizing sessions and on her blog are evident throughout the book. “I want to put 
overwhelmed brides at ease, let them know I’ve been in their shoes, and provide 
solutions for their thank you note writing challenges,” she said.  

“The Organized Bride’s Thank You Note Handbook” includes a seven-step system for 
organizing and composing the notes; 101 modern samples to use as needed; helpful 
dos and don’ts for the modern bride; and organizing tips for reaching letter-writing goals. 
The sample thank you note section of the book is divided into categories by occasion—
engagement, shower and wedding—and is accompanied by an eye-catching, icon-
based key for quick referencing.  
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Agin Murray speaks to groups on a range of topics about home and office organization 
and has been quoted in many articles about organizing and de-cluttering.    

“’The Organized Bride’s Thank You Note Handbook’ makes an excellent shower or 
engagement gift, or an add-on to a wedding gift,” noted Agin Murray. “As someone who 
organizes people’s homes, papers, and time for a living, I see how quickly my clients 
can get overwhelmed by stuff in their lives. I want to help brides stay on track and feel 
less stressed during this special time in their lives.” 

To order “The Organized Bride’s Thank You Note Handbook” on Amazon visit http://
amzn.to/1A8ln16. For more information about Stacey Agin Murray and Organized 
Artistry, go to www.organizedartistry.com.  
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